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Objective: This post hoc analysis assessed the impact of repeated incobotulinumtoxinA injections
on muscle tone, disability, and caregiver burden in
adults with upper-limb post-stroke spasticity.
Design: Data from the double-blind, placebocontrolled main period and three open-label extension cycles of two Phase 3, randomized, multicentre
trials were pooled.
Methods: Subjects received incobotulinumtoxinA
400 Units at 12-week intervals (±3 days) (study 3001,
NCT01392300) or ≤ 400 Units at ≥12-week intervals
based on clinical need (study 0410, NCT00432666).
Ashworth Scale (AS) arm sumscore (sum of elbow,
wrist, finger and thumb flexor, and forearm pronator
AS scores), Disability Assessment Scale (DAS), and
Carer Burden Scale (CBS) scores were assessed.
Results: Among 465 subjects, from study baseline to
4 weeks post-injection, mean (standard deviation) AS
arm sumscore improved continuously: main period,
–3.23 (2.55) (placebo, –1.49 (2.09)); extension
cycles 1, 2, and 3, –4.38 (2.85), –4.87 (3.05), and
–5.03 (3.02), respectively. DAS principal target
domain responder rate increased from 47.4% in the
main period (placebo 27.2%) to 66.6% in extension cycle 3. Significant improvements in CBS scores
4 weeks post-injection accompanied improved func
tional disability in all cycles.
Conclusion: IncobotulinumtoxinA conferred sus
tained improvements in muscle tone, disability, and
caregiver burden in subjects with upper-limb poststroke spasticity.
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rehabilitation.
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S

troke is an increasing cause of disability globally
(1), and the development of spasticity in stroke
survivors may contribute to further disability (2, 3).
The prevalence of post-stroke spasticity ranges from
4.0% to 42.6% (2, 4, 5) and may be associated with
reduced ability to perform the basic activities of daily

LAY ABSTRACT
Spasticity (muscle overactivity) often occurs in patients
after stroke and may lead to further disability. The
results of 2 clinical trials were used to assess the
effect of incobotulinumtoxinA injections (maximum dose
used per injection session 400 Units) on arm and hand
spasticity in patients after stroke. This study looked at
the impact of treatment on disability and the burden on
carers. The results from 4 treatment cycles were assessed.
There was a continuous decrease in spasticity, together
with improvements in disability in all treatment cycles.
The burden on those who cared for patients also decreased. We showed that repeated incobotulinumtoxinA
treatment across 4 cycles led to a decrease in spasticity,
patient disability and burden on carers.

living, and detrimental effects on quality of life (4, 6,
7). In addition to the loss of independence experienced
by those affected, post-stroke spasticity can also result
in a considerable burden on caregivers (6).
The safety and efficacy of botulinum neurotoxin
type A (BoNT-A) injections have been well established
for the treatment of upper-limb post-stroke spasticity
(8–13). Notably, the 24-week BEST study evaluated
the efficacy and safety of onabotulinumtoxinA in adults
with upper-limb or lower-limb post-stroke spasticity
(n = 273), and the addition of onabotulinumtoxinA to
the existing standard of care demonstrated improvements in passive goal-oriented activities compared
with placebo, as well as additional benefits in active
functional goals with no new safety signals (14).
IncobotulinumtoxinA (Xeomin®, Merz Pharmaceuticals GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany) is a BoNTA approved for the treatment of upper-limb spasticity
at doses up to 400 Units (U) at intervals no sooner than
every 12 weeks in the USA (15); while in Europe doses
of up to 500 U at intervals of at least 12 weeks are
approved, enabling treatment of a greater number of
muscles (16). Two Phase 3 studies have confirmed the
efficacy and safety of incobotulinumtoxinA in subjects
with upper-limb post-stroke spasticity (17, 18); both
studies included a placebo-controlled main period
(MP) comprising a single injection cycle, followed
by an open-label extension (OLEX) period with 3
fixed, 12-week incobotulinumtoxinA injection cycles
(study 3001) (17), or a maximum of 5 flexible-duration
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injection cycles (study 0410) (19), respectively. Compared with placebo, incobotulinumtoxinA resulted in
significant improvements in muscle tone (Ashworth
Scale; AS) and functional disability (Disability Assessment Scale, DAS, for the principal target domain)
4 weeks post-treatment in the MP of both studies (17,
18). These improvements were sustained during the
OLEX period of both studies (19–21) and associated
with significant improvement in caregiver burden from
the study baseline to the end of the OLEX period in
study 3001 (21).
We report here the results of a post hoc analysis,
using data pooled from the MP and the first 3 OLEX
injection cycles of both studies, to assess the efficacy of
incobotulinumtoxinA in a large subject population using
the AS sumscore; a novel approach that allows for a
holistic clinical assessment of arm spasticity. In addition,
we assess the impact of repeated incobotulinumtoxinA
injections on caregiver burden in this large population.
METHODS
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Study design and participants
This study was a post hoc analysis of 2 Phase 3, double-blind,
randomized, placebo-controlled, multicentre trials, each with an
OLEX period: studies 3001 and 0410. The study designs and full
inclusion/exclusion criteria for both studies have been described
previously (17–19). In brief, adult subjects with spasticity of
the upper limb as a result of stroke were included if they had
clinical patterns with a score of ≥ 2 on the AS (22) with respect
to wrist and finger flexor spasticity (study 0410) (18) or in the
muscle groups associated with the flexed elbow, flexed wrist,
and clenched fist clinical patterns (study 3001) (17).
Exclusion criteria in both studies included spasticity of any
aetiology other than stroke; bilateral upper-limb paresis; fixed
contracture or severe atrophy in the target muscles; previous
treatment with phenol; and previous treatment with BoNT within
4 (study 0410) or 12 months (study 3001) (17, 18).
Both studies were registered on clinicaltrials.gov
(NCT00432666, study 0410 (MP, NCT00465738); and
NCT01392300, study 3001) and conducted according to the
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. The study protocols
and other appropriate study-related documents were reviewed
and approved by the local independent ethics committees and
institutional review boards at each participating site. All subjects
provided written, informed consent (17, 18).
Treatments
Subjects were randomized to receive 1 injection of incobotulinumtoxinA or placebo in the MP, followed by 3 (study 3001)
(17) or up to 5 (study 0410) (19) repeat injections of incobotulinumtoxinA in the OLEX period. IncobotulinumtoxinA
injections were performed under the guidance of electromyography and/or electrical nerve stimulation, although ultrasound
guidance was also permitted in study 3001 (17–19).
In study 3001, subjects received incobotulinumtoxinA at fixed
400 U total doses at fixed 12-week intervals (with an allowed
deviation of ±3 days), with the option of a repeat visit for rein-
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jection within 7 days of the end-of-cycle visit if there was no
clinical need for repeat treatment at the time of the end-of-cycle
visit. One primary target clinical pattern chosen by the physician
at study baseline was treated with a predefined fixed dose of
200 U (flexed elbow), 150 U (flexed wrist), or 100 U (clenched
fist). The physician determined the doses for treatment of other
upper-limb muscle groups within predefined ranges based on
clinical experience. All muscle groups with an AS score of
≥ 2 had to be treated (17).
In study 0410 subjects received incobotulinumtoxinA at total
doses ≤ 400 U at flexible intervals of ≥ 12 weeks (median total
doses received were 320 U in the MP, 385 U in OLEX cycle 1,
and 400 U at all subsequent OLEX injection cycles). Subjects
returned for scheduled study follow-up visits, and retreatment
was provided if indicated in the study protocol with the agree
ment of the subject and the investigator, based on AS scores and
clinical need (18, 19). Treatment of flexed wrist and clenched
fist was mandatory in all subjects, and all muscles associated
with these clinical patterns had to be treated (wrist and finger
flexors). Elbow and thumb flexors and forearm pronators were
treated if they had an AS score ≥ 2. Within elbow flexors, treatment of the biceps and at least one other muscle was mandatory.
For the clinical patterns thumb-in-palm and pronated forearm,
muscle groups were treated based on the clinical judgement
of the treating physician. In cases where a clinical pattern was
present in all muscle groups with an AS score ≥ 2, muscles for
treatment were prioritized by the physician with a maximum
dose of 400 U (18, 19).
Outcome measures
Ashworth Scale. The muscle tone of the treated arm was assessed
using the 5-point AS (from 0 (no increase in muscle tone) to 4
(limb rigid in flexion or extension)) (22). In this post hoc analysis,
the AS scores for all 5 clinical patterns (i.e. flexed wrist, clenched
fist, flexed elbow, thumb-in-palm, and pronated forearm) that
could be treated according to the clinical study protocols, were
summed for each subject to generate the AS arm sumscore. Using
a sumscore represents a novel, but not validated, approach similar
to that of the Resistance to Passive Movement Scale (REPAS) for
the whole body (23), which allows for a holistic assessment of
arm spasticity. The AS arm sumscore included AS scores for all 5
clinical patterns, although not every subject required or received
treatment for all 5 clinical patterns.
Disability Assessment Scale. The extent of functional disability
in 4 domains: hygiene (defined as the extent of palm maceration,
ulceration, or infection; cleanliness of the palm, ease of cleaning,
and nail trimming; and the effect of hygiene-related disability on
other areas of functioning), dressing (the ability to dress and the
effect of dressing-related disability on other areas of functioning),
limb position (psychological or social interference associated with
spasticity), and pain (intensity and interference with activities of
daily living), was assessed using the 4-point DAS (from 0 (no
disability) to 3 (severe disability)) (24). A principal therapeutic
target from 1 of the 4 domains was chosen by the subject, assisted by the investigator, before each treatment. Responders were
defined as subjects with ≥1-point improvement in DAS scores 4
weeks post-injection compared with the score at study baseline.
Carer Burden Scale. The impact of treatment on the physical
burden on the caregiver was assessed using a modified version
of the Carer Burden Scale (CBS) (25) including an additional
item, “applying a splint”, which is known to be troublesome
for caregivers, and was added based on expert advice (18). The
level of help required to perform 5 care activities (cleaning the
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palm of the hand, cutting the fingernails, cleaning the armpit,
putting the affected arm through a coat or shirt sleeve, and
applying a splint) was assessed by the same caregiver in relation to the affected limb at the study baseline and weeks 4, 8,
and 12 post-injection. Each item for which the caregiver’s help
was required was rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 0
(no difficulty) to 4 (cannot complete the task). Data presented
are based on the means of all applicable items per subject. The
sum of item scores was divided by the total number of items
answered to give a mean score (e.g. for those without splint the
calculation is based on 4 items, and on 5 items for those with
splint), summarizing caregiver burden for all tasks in one score
for each subject (25).
Statistical analysis
The statistical software SAS version 9.4 was used for this
post hoc analysis. Efficacy outcomes were evaluated using
data pooled from the MP and first 3 OLEX injection cycles
of both studies. All efficacy analyses were based on observed
cases from the full analysis set (FAS), comprising all subjects
randomized before and after protocol amendment in study
3001 (17) and all randomized subjects in study 0410 (18). Data
from the placebo-controlled MP were analysed by treatment
arm (incobotulinumtoxinA treatment vs placebo). Data from
subsequent OLEX cycles, during which all subjects received
incobotulinumtoxinA, were analysed for the total population,
including those who received placebo in the MP, and who
therefore received incobotulinumtoxinA treatment for the first
time during the OLEX period.
The changes in AS arm sumscore from study baseline to
weeks 4, 8, and 12 in the MP and from study baseline to weeks
4 and 12 of each OLEX injection cycle were assessed using
summary statistics. The between-group difference for the
changes in AS arm sumscore from study baseline to weeks 4,
8, and 12 in the MP was assessed using analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) with MP baseline score as covariate and containing
sex as a factor.
The changes in CBS score (the mean score and the score for
individual caregiving activities) from study baseline to weeks
4, 8, and 12 in the MP and from study baseline to the injection
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Table I. Subject demographics and characteristics at study baseline
IncobotulinumtoxinA
N = 283

Characteristic
Sex, n (%)
Male
Female
Age, years; mean (SD)
Type of stroke, n (%)
Ischaemic
Haemorrhagic
Other/not known
Time since event leading
to spasticity, months,
mean (SD)

Placebo
N = 182

Total
N = 465

165 (58.3)
118 (41.7)
56.0 (11.5)

111 (61.0) 276 (59.4)
71 (39.0)
189 (40.6)
55.9 (12.1) 56.0 (11.8)

211 (74.6)
63 (22.3)
9 (3.2)

135 (74.2)
45 (24.7)
2 (1.1)

49.9 (51.3)

49.8 (55.6) 49.9 (52.9)

346 (74.4)
108 (23.2)
11 (2.4)

N: number of observations; n: number of subjects within a given subset; MP:
main period; SD: standard deviation.

visit and weeks 4 and 12 of each OLEX injection cycle were
assessed using Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The between-group
differences from study baseline to weeks 4, 8, and 12 of the
MP were evaluated using ANCOVA with MP score as covariate
and containing sex as a factor. DAS data were assessed using
descriptive statistics.

RESULTS
Subject characteristics and treatments
There were 465 subjects included in the FAS for this
post hoc analysis, including 283 and 182 subjects who
were randomized and received incobotulinumtoxinA
and placebo, respectively, in the MP. The mean (standard deviation; SD) age of the pooled population was
56.0 (11.8) years, and the majority of subjects were
male (276/465, 59.4%). Most subjects had spasticity
because of either ischaemic stroke (346/465, 74.4%)
or haemorrhagic stroke (108/465, 23.2%), and the
mean (SD) time since the spasticity-causing event was
49.9 (52.9) months (Table I).

Fig. 1. Change in Ashworth Scale (AS) arm sumscore
from study baseline at all visits. Subject numbers
at each time-point are noted in the table beneath
the figure. *p = 0.001, **p = 0.0001, analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) for the difference between
incobotulinumtoxinA and placebo treatment groups.
AS arm sumscore was calculated for each subject
by adding AS scores for the clinical patterns flexed
wrist, clenched fist, flexed elbow, thumb-in-palm,
and pronated forearm; data based on observed
cases from the full analysis set: a pooled analysis
of studies 3001 and 0410. BL: baseline; MP: main
period; OLEX: open-label extension; SD: standard
deviation.
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Table II. IncobotulinumtoxinA doses administered in the main
period (N = 283)
Muscles

Subjects,
n (%)

Dose, U,
mean (SD)

Dose, U,
range

Elbow flexors

250 (88.3)

148.8 (46.5)

30–300

Forearm pronators 179 (63.3)

50.7 (22.3)

20–125

Wrist flexors

274 (96.8)

105.8 (37.6)

25–200

Finger flexors

274 (96.8)

97.6 (31.8)

25–200

Thumb flexors

128 (45.2)

34.3 (22.8)

5–100

Data are based on observed cases from the FAS: a pooled analysis of studies
3001 and 0410. FAS: full analysis set; N: number of observations; n: number
of subjects within a given subset; SD: standard deviation; U: units.

IncobotulinumtoxinA doses administered for each
clinical pattern are summarized in Table II. Consistent
with the study protocols, most subjects received treatment of wrist and finger flexors during the MP.
Efficacy outcomes
Muscle tone. IncobotulinumtoxinA treatment resulted in
a significantly greater improvement (reduction) in AS
arm sumscore vs placebo from study baseline to 4, 8, and
12 weeks post-injection in the MP (p < 0.0001, p < 0.0001,
and p = 0.001, respectively; ANCOVA) (Fig. 1). AS
arm sumscore improved with incobotulinumtoxinA
treatment from study baseline to 4 weeks post-injection
in all injection cycles. Mean (SD) improvements in
incobotulinumtoxinA-treated subjects increased contin
uously from –3.23 (2.55) at week 4 of the MP (placebo,
–1.49 (2.09)) to –4.38 (2.85), –4.87 (3.05), and –5.03
(3.02) in OLEX cycles 1, 2, and 3, respectively (Fig. 1).
The improvement associated with incobotulinumtoxinA
was sustained to the end of OLEX cycle 3, with a mean

(SD) improvement of –3.01 (2.96) vs the study baseline
(Fig. 1), and –2.13 (2.99) vs the end of the MP.
Disability. The DAS domains most frequently chosen
as the principal target for treatment at the study baseline were “limb position” and “dressing” (incobotulinumtoxinA: 113/280 (40.4%) and 92/280 (32.9%),
respectively; and placebo: 68/182 (37.4%) and 64/182
(35.2%), respectively). For the principal target domains
chosen at study baseline, there was further improvement with repeated incobotulinumtoxinA injections,
compared with a single injection in the MP. The DAS
responder rate was 47.4% for incobotulinumtoxinAtreated subjects 4 weeks post-injection during the MP
(placebo, 27.2%) and increased to 66.6% during OLEX
cycle 3. The DAS responder rate remained high at
12 weeks post-injection (59.7% in OLEX cycle 3, Fig. 2).

Carer Burden Scale. Compared with placebo, incobotulinumtoxinA resulted in a significantly greater
reduction (improvement) in mean CBS score from study
baseline to 4, 8, and 12 weeks post-injection in the MP
(p = 0.0137, p = 0.0025, and p = 0.0290, respectively;
ANCOVA; Table III). A significant and sustained improvement from the study baseline to 4 and 12 weeks
post-injection was also shown in subsequent injection
cycles in the OLEX period, as well as from the end of
the MP to the end of OLEX cycle 3 (p < 0.0001 for all;
Wilcoxon signed-rank test) (Table III).
There was an improvement in all caregiving activities
from study baseline to 4 weeks post-injection in all treatment cycles (Fig. 3). During the MP, there was a significant improvement in all caregiving activities
from study baseline to 4 weeks post-injection
(p < 0.001; Wilcoxon signed-rank test), except
“applying a splint”, which applied to only 25
and 13 subjects receiving incobotulinumtoxinA
or placebo, respectively. There was a similar
improvement from study baseline to 8 and 12
weeks post-injection (p < 0.05 and p ≤ 0.001,
respectively, for all caregiving activities except
“applying a splint”; Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
During the OLEX period, further significant
improvement from study baseline to 4 weeks postinjection was shown for all caregiving activities,
including “applying a splint” (p < 0.05; Wilcoxon
signed-rank test). This improvement was sustained
at 12 weeks post-injection in all OLEX cycles
(p < 0.001 for all caregiving activities except “appFig. 2. Disability Assessment Scale (DAS) responder rate for the principal target
domain for treatment in main period (MP) and open-label extension (OLEX)
lying a splint”, p < 0.05 for “applying a splint” in
injection cycles. Responder rates were calculated from the study baseline for
OLEX cycle 3 only; Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
the principal target domain. Responders were defined as subjects with ≥1-point
Furthermore, the percentage of subjects with
improvement in DAS scores 4 weeks post-injection vs the study baseline.
Data based on observed cases from the full analysis set: a pooled analysis of
an observed improvement in individual caregistudies 3001 and 0410. Data labels within each bar represent the number of
ving activities ranged from 31% to 43% at week
DAS responders/number of observations. Data labels above each bar represent
12 of the MP, and increased to 47% to 59%
the DAS response rate.
www.medicaljournals.se/jrm
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57.1 58.2

57.2
50.6

50

46.3

44.8
40.9

40

60.8

26.3
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48

50

22.4

25.2

21.5

20

15.4

10
0

26 67 107 124 114
116 164 239 217 196

28 65 130 126 127
130 185 281 249 222

31 49 90 106 97
118 160 239 219 199

31 70 130 123 129
123 176 265 237 212

Cleaning
palm

Cutting
fingernails

Cleaning
armpit

Putting arm
through sleeve

Carer Burden Scale

Table III. Carer Burden Scale score

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

–0.38 (0.87)
–0.40 (0.80)
–0.32 (0.80)

–0.13 (0.61)
–0.06 (0.68)
–0.08 (0.83)

p-value

Change from study baseline

Journal of Rehabilitation Medicine

51.9

30.6

30

IncobotulinumtoxinA Placebo
N = 283
N = 182

Main period
Week 4
Week 8
Week 12

  0.0137a
  0.0025a
  0.0290a

Change from study baseline
OLEX 1,
Week 0, n = 278
Week 4, n = 277
Week 12, n = 170
OLEX 2
Week 0, n = 252
Week 4, n = 249
Week 12, n = 156
OLEX 3
Week 0, n = 223
Week 4, n = 221
Week 12, n = 150

–0.16 (0.91)
–0.47 (0.88)
–0.35 (0.94)

  0.0027b
< 0.0001b
< 0.0001b

–0.33 (0.90)
–0.62 (0.93)
–0.47 (1.07)

< 0.0001b
< 0.0001b
< 0.0001b

–0.48 (1.01)
–0.70 (1.04)
–0.57 (1.15)

< 0.0001b
< 0.0001b
< 0.0001b

Change from end of main period
End of OLEX 3d, n = 232

–0.37 (0.80)

<  0.0001c

Data based on observed cases from the full analysis set: a pooled analysis of
studies 3001 and 0410. Note that at week 12, only study 3001 is presented,
as there were no Carer Burden Scale measurements at week 12 in study 0410.
a
p-value based on analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) for the difference between
incobotulinumtoxinA and placebo treatment groups. bp-value based on Wilcoxon
signed-rank test for change from study baseline. cp-value based on Wilcoxon
signed-rank text for change from the end of the main period. dEnd of OLEX 3
was defined as the last visit of OLEX 3 in study 0410, and the week 12 value in
study 3001. N: number of observations; n: number of subjects within a given
subset; OLEX: open-label extension; SD: standard deviation.

of subjects at the end of OLEX cycle 3, indicating
sustainable improvements for all 5 items of the CBS.
DISCUSSION
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59.3

39.8

37.7

35.1

75

49.1

48.4 48.7
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This post hoc analysis assessed the effects of incobotulinumtoxinA treatment on muscle tone and functional
disability over 4 injection cycles and up to 48 weeks’
duration, and its impact on caregiver burden, using

2
13

12
25

16
32

16
27

Applying
splint

15
20

Fig. 3. Improvement in Carer Burden Scale
(CBS) from study baseline to 4 weeks postinjection. Improvement was defined as a
≥1-point reduction on CBS score. Data based
on observed cases from the full analysis
set: a pooled analysis of studies 3001 and
0410. Data labels within each bar represent
the number of subjects with improvement/
number of observations. Data labels
above each bar represent the percentage
of subjects with improvement. Inco/A:
incobotulinumtoxinA; MP: main period; OLEX:
open-label extension.

data pooled from 2 Phase 3 studies in subjects with
post-stroke spasticity of the upper limb (17–19).
The pooled analysis assessed the effects of incobotulinumtoxinA treatment on muscle tone using the AS arm
sumscore; this allowed for a more integrated clinical
assessment of arm spasticity, especially when doses per
muscle and the number of muscles treated are variable
in line with each subject’s specific impairment and
treatment goals, as is the case in the present study
population and clinical practice (26). Although the
minimal clinically important difference on this novel
scale is not defined, the approach follows the principles
of the REPAS scale for assessment of the whole body
(23). As the reliability of the AS may be affected by
the lack of standard guidelines for positioning and
performance, it is important to perform the AS as per
the principles of the REPAS scale, i.e. with instructions for individual joint motions (23), as also done
in comparator studies (14). Passive range of motion
in the REPAS arm subscore is well associated with
manual dexterity, suggesting that paresis, resistance
to passive movement, and arm function are closely
related (23). Here, incobotulinumtoxinA resulted in
significant improvement in muscle tone of the whole
arm vs placebo at 4, 8 and 12 weeks post-treatment,
which was consistent with previous reports for individual clinical patterns (8, 10, 12, 27, 28) and was
associated with a reduction in disability. At 4 weeks
post-injection in the MP, there were almost twice as
many DAS responders for the principal target domain
with incobotulinumtoxinA compared with placebo.
Importantly, muscle tone continued to improve with
repeated incobotulinumtoxinA treatment during the
OLEX period, and the DAS responder rate remained
J Rehabil Med 53, 2021
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high 12 weeks post-injection in OLEX cycle 3.
Furthermore, repeated incobotulinumtoxinA treatment
was associated with a significant and sustained reduction in caregiver burden. Improvements after a single
injection cycle were enhanced by repeated treatment
during the OLEX period, consistent with previous
studies (29, 30).
In the present analysis, rather than the usual 4 items,
the CBS was based on 5 items with the inclusion of
“applying a splint”, which is known to be troublesome
for caregivers (18). This additional item was added
based on expert advice and, although no formal validation of this modified scale has been performed
against the original scale, the overall reductions in CBS
score presented here were consistent with those of a
previously published study that assessed only 4 items
(29). Improvements from study baseline to 4 weeks
post-injection in all caregiving activities were shown
in the MP, reaching significance for all items except
“applying a splint”, which applied to a low number of
subjects. For all items, compared with a single injection in the MP, carer burden was further improved
with multiple incobotulinumtoxinA injections during
the OLEX period, suggesting a cumulative effect of
treatment.
Study limitations previously discussed for the individual studies also apply to this post hoc analysis
(17–20). The main limitation of this analysis is that the
data are pooled from 2 Phase 3 studies. However, the
design of these studies is generally comparable, and the
statistical power to study treatment effects is increased
with the larger sample size in the pooled population.
In summary, this post hoc analysis supports the
findings of the original studies across a larger pooled
subject population. The results presented here add to
the body of evidence showing that incobotulinumtoxinA confers sustainable improvements in muscle
tone in such chronic populations, with cumulative
improvement in DAS responder rate, and show the
continuous improvement in caregiver burden with
repeated incobotulinumtoxinA treatment.
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